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From the Middle of the Night File, up again after a few hours decent sleep, I was

doing some organizing for tomorrow's thread. And what do I find? Once again

Twitter has broken one of my threads. Yesterday morning's. It was a 4-tweet thread.

I can only see 27 tweets.

Bonjour, the unroll you asked for: @ThyConsigliori: 21 December 2020 #MAGAanalysis #HeMightBeRight A

Shocking Theory - He Might Be Right Today, we'll\u2026 https://t.co/2c7UPUKSAU Have a good day. \U0001f916

— Thread Reader App (@threadreaderapp) December 22, 2020

2) I don't know what I'm going to do about it. That's a bridge too far. If I didn't have the thread reader app unroll above, I'd be

checking my memory of my work. Thank goodness at least that's there!

45 - 27 = 18

Twitter disappeared 18 of my tweets. And they're not random.

3) At the same time, look what I find in my feed. Two announcements composed in identical format. I'll point out what's

wrong with these "clarifications" below. This is from Newsmax.

https://t.co/cyBwlARj7W

Newsmax just aired this note to "clarify" its coverage of Smartmatic and Dominion. pic.twitter.com/I5XZ7CQpAk

— John Whitehouse (@existentialfish) December 21, 2020

4) And this from FOX.

https://t.co/8hm8II0Twq

Fox News hosts caught in a web of lies. Maria Bartiromo, Jeanine Pirro, Lou Dobbs all forced by the network to air

exact same video of an expert debunking all the conspiracy theories they\u2019ve been peddling. Expect it to run on

Hannity, Tucker, and Laura too. pic.twitter.com/lJrMO2m7l4
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— Mike Sington (@MikeSington) December 20, 2020

5) Isn't it interesting that both clarifications follow the exact same series of questions and answers? Obviously this is from

the legal department, as if it were information to be shared. It is not. It is very, very carefully NOT information. Focus on that.

6) I have seen no evidence of...

At no point does anyone ask, do you think there was election fraud? Even if they had been, they'd have just answered, "not

that I know of." This is all legal malarkey, put out to fool us. Logic could easily rip it to shreds.

7) Clearly a bit groggy, I forgot that I know how to repair threads that Twitter breaks. So far, at least, it's easy enough. I just

have to scroll through my individual tweets to I find one from the area after the break. Here's where they broke it:

https://t.co/7Y7TcsslWP

28) Sarah tells us this election's data was a landslide beyond the presidency. Turning the House back, and

strengthening the Senate as well. This was a fixed election across the boards.

— Pasquale "Pat" Scopelliti (@ThyConsigliori) December 21, 2020

8) So now, I just go add that and people will be able to re-establish the broken chain of the thread. I'll go do that right now...

9) I was just looking at the location of the break, #27 looks like it ends the thread. That does NOT sound like an algorithm to

me. Then, in the remaining, previously missing 18 tweets, an intelligent censor would know that they don't want that

message out there. Not a bot.

10) If I'm right, and if you're reading this right now, hat's off to you Mr. or Ms. Censor. You're clearly not a bot. You employed

your capabilities too well to be missed. It hadn't hit me that censorship could be artful, before.

Well done.

11) I may try to get in a few more nods, first, before turning to this morning's thread, but may fail. I do have one task I'll do

first right now. I have just a small document to create. I'm going to call it:

General Mac's 10 Commandments to Save America.

I'll be back...

12) Simple enough, it's just a screenshot of a Word Doc. Not being live text, it's a bit harder for Censor Bot's to detect. But

my new invisible friend Censor, if he or she is keeping up, should be able to detect its censor-worthy content. We'll see.

https://twitter.com/MikeSington/status/1340700080022515712?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/7Y7TcsslWP
https://twitter.com/ThyConsigliori/status/1341013630268149762?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw


13) I hadn't seen all 10 listed in full before. The pivot point is: 8, 9, & 10.

8) claiming that the 2020 presidential election is being stolen from Trump and

9) treasonous parties should be arrested and charged and

10) a "full investigation" must be done by President Trump.

14) Aha! This calls for a reordering of the sequence! I'm on it! Back shortly...

15) That took a bit longer than expected, but I'm not unhappy with the results. What do you think?



Middle of the Night Thoughts end at #15.

Going to try for those nods now. Wish me luck...
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